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Location of Afghanistan  
► The border with 

Pakistan stretches over 
2500km. 

► Largest unguarded 
border due to 
mountainous terrain. 



Conflicts in Afghanistan  
►  In 1973, the Afghan Communist Party and its leader, Daoud 

Khan, overthrew the ruling Afghan government's long-time 
king Zahir Shah. Daoud, did away with the monarchy and 
instituted economic and social reforms.  

►  In 1978, Daoud was killed and his government fell in a 
bloody Communist-backed coup.  

►  The Soviets invaded the nation and installed a puppet 
regime in the capitol of Kabul after anti-Communist forces 
took control in 1979.  

►  A long, weary guerilla war between various Afghan 
resistance groups and Soviet forces followed and resulting 
in mass killings, arrests and tortures. There were 3.9 million 
refugees by the end of 1983. 

►  In 1984, the United States and other nations began 
supporting the Mujahedeen, from then the war intensified 
and by 1988 there was 5.9 million refugees.  



Conflicts in Afghanistan 
►  Succeeding the Soviet withdrawal in 1989, in 1996 the Taliban militia 

seized control of the capitol city and implemented fundamentalist 
Islamic law. 

►  In 1997, fighting continues in western, central and northern 
Afghanistan causing 2.7 million refugees. 

►  In 2001, displacement increased beyond a million following the 
September terrorist attacks as people leave cities and towns fearing 
reprisals.  

►  Despite U.N. pleas, Afghanistan's neighbours close their borders, but 
up to 200,000 people still cross into Pakistan while others are stuck in 
makeshift IDP camps in border zones.  

►  UNHCR established 15 new refugee camps in the country's border belt.  
►  With the fall of the Taliban in late November, refugees and displaced 

persons begin making their way home 
►  In addition, since 2002 Afghans continue to flee the persistent 

drought. Others speak of persecution and fear due to ethnic attacks in 
some parts of northern Afghanistan in the weeks following the fall of 
the Taliban resulting in 3.7 million refugees The U.N offered refugee 
aid package and some refugees returned home. 



Who classifies as a Refugee? 

►  A person who, owing to a well-founded fear of being 
persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, 
membership of a particular social group or political opinion, 
is outside the country of his nationality and is unable, or, 
owing to such fear, is unwilling, to avail himself of the 
protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality 
and being outside the country of his former habitual 
residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to 
such fear, is unwilling, to return to it. 



Distribution of Afghan refugees  



Asylum policy in Pakistan 
►  Pakistan is not a party to the 1951 Convention relating to the 

Status of Refugees/1967 Protocol and has also not enacted any 
national legislation for the protection of refugees nor established 
procedures to determine the refugee status of persons who are 
seeking international protection within its territory. Such persons 
are therefore treated in accordance with the provisions of the 
Foreigners Act, 1946. 

►  In the absence of a national refugee legal framework, UNHCR 
conducts refugee status determination under its mandate and on 
behalf of the Government of Pakistan in accordance with the 
1993 Cooperation Agreement between the Government of 
Pakistan and UNHCR. 

►  Pakistan generally accepts UNHCR decisions to grant refugee 
status and allows asylum-seekers (who are still undergoing the 
procedure) as well as recognized refugees to remain in Pakistan 
pending identification of a durable solution. 



International Human Rights Law 
 ►  Pakistan is obligated to treat undocumented and refugee 

Afghans in accordance with its international human rights 
obligations, notably the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights (ICCPR), the International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), and the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child. 

►  The ICCPR obligates governments to “respect and to 
ensure to all individuals within its territory the rights 
recognized in the present Covenant.”  

►  The UN Human Rights Committee has emphasized in 
relation to the ICCPR that “the general rule is that each one 
of the rights of the Covenant must be guaranteed without 
discrimination between citizens and aliens.” 



►  The ICESCR recognizes the right of "everyone" to housing, 
livelihood, food, education, and health, and requires the 
state to take steps towards the progressive realization of 
these rights. 

►  Also allows developing countries to determine to what 
extent they will guarantee the economic rights of the 
covenant to non-nationals, they must do so "with due 
regard to [both] human rights and their national 
economy." 



Afghan Refugees in Pakistan 
►  According to UNHCR, Pakistan hosts almost 1.5 million 

registered (in addition to approx. 1 million unregistered) 
Afghan refugees - still the largest protracted refugee 
population globally.  

►  Since 2002, UNHCR has facilitated the return of 3.8 million 
registered Afghans from Pakistan. 

►  Afghan refugees are issued Proof of Registration (PoR) 
cards, under which birth certificates have been issued for 
800,000 Afghan refugee children, land provided for several 
refugee villages, and refugees given access to public 
schools and health clinics. 

►  On January 12, 2016, the government extended registered 
Afghan refugees’ PoR cards until June 30, 2016. 



IDPs of Pakistan 
►  In August 2014, there were 714,548 registered internally 

displaced people (IDPs) in need of humanitarian assistance 
due to the on-going security operations in the Federally 
Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) and Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa.  

►  The North Waziristan emergency has further displaced 
approximately 500,000 people. 

►  In 2015, the comprehensive needs for the Pakistan 
operation are estimated at USD 137.1 million, USD 58.8 
million is allocated for the refugee programme, USD 28.4 
million for the protection and assistance of conflict IDPs, 
and USD 49.6 million for development projects aimed at 
the peaceful coexistence of refugees and host 
communities.  





Conditions in a camp for Afghan 
refugees.  



Problems for refugees 
► Lack of resources. 
► Poor condition of camps. 
► Insufficient number of camps. 
► Police harassment. 



Return strategy 
►  In 2011, UNHCR, together with the governments of Afghanistan, Iran 

and Pakistan, formalized a quadripartite consultative process on 
Afghan returns to their country that included agreements on continued 
protection in host countries, support to host communities, alternative 
stay arrangements, and resettlement to third countries.  

►  This process, known as the Solutions Strategy for Afghan Refugees, to 
Support Voluntary Repatriation, Sustainable Reintegration and 
Assistance to Host Countries, emerged out of a concern that 
humanitarian assistance alone, particularly as it has diminished over 
the years, is entirely insufficient to address the complex needs of the 
refugee population and provide a basis for successful returns and 
reintegration. 

►  Deteriorating security in Afghanistan, together with the slow pace of 
development and investment in much of the country, has meant that 
returns have slowed. 





Problems for host country 
►  Threats to internal security - Many refugees come from situations of 

civil war and bring their weapons with them. These are then used by 
some for crimes, which include armed robbery and poaching.  

►  Large influxes can also place serious strains on the environment and 
social infrastructure. These problems become more severe where 
burden sharing through international assistance is (or becomes) 
limited. 

►  Developing country that host large groups of refugees, caring for them 
means significant additional burden to an already fragile economy. 

►  Refugees can also breed resentment inside a host country. In many 
instances, people inside a particular refugee camp may have more 
food and health care than poor native residents living just outside the 
camp's fence.  

►  UNHCR says the authorities in Iran and Pakistan are suffering “asylum 
fatigue”  

►  A recent survey by the Danish Refugee Council suggests that 83 
percent of Afghan refugees in Pakistan were not keen to return home. 



From Refugees to migrants 
►  Many Afghans have no land to return to in Afghanistan. While 

assistance is available from the Afghan government for eligible 
landless Afghans, these transfers would require legal assistance 
to clarify complex land titles. 

►  There are only few employment opportunities for the returnees 
in Afghanistan, restricted mainly to rural areas such as 
agriculture. 

►  There are human rights violations, ethnic rivalries, low basic 
health care and malnourishment in the country with economic 
vulnerability and insecurity.  

►  Assistance is provided predominantly in Kabul and other main 
cities, with few activities in the rural areas.  

►  Living conditions in Iran and Pakistan continue to be 
considerably better, with access to basic health care, education, 
employment and affordable housing in a secure environment. 



Security threat 

►  The influx of Afghan refugees into Pakistan has increased 
the pollution and traffic in the country.  

►  Refugees have also replaced locals for lower wages and 
thereby affecting the employment rates in the country. 

►  The refugee camps have also been termed as safe havens 
for terrorist recruitment, training and accommodation. 

►   The Taliban have been able to easily penetrate the 
Pashtun dominated camps and blend in with the refugees, 
making any detection by officials difficult. 

►  After the deadly Taliban attack on a high school in Dec 
2014, the attitude of the locals towards the Afghan 
refugees changed considerably 



To improve treatment of refugees 

►  creating public awareness and increasing involvement from domestic 
civil society organisations by using the media. 

►  Donor governments and the international community increase funding 
and humanitarian aid in order to increase early-childhood vaccination 
campaigns, emergency food rationing, malaria prevention  

►  enhancing international burden-sharing both in emergencies, but also 
to provide assistance to ameliorate the environmental and other long-
term impacts experienced by countries hosting large refugee 
populations.  

►  Improve cooperation between host countries and relieved 
organizations to ensure equal distribution of resources such as food 
and health care 

►  Emphasis on food distribution to solve problems of malnutrition in 
children to reduce child mortality in refugees camp 

►  Improve sanitation to limit health problems such as diarrhea  



►  developed countries ought to take a greater part in to reduce human 
suffering worldwide. For example, sending skilled doctors to treat the 
wounded and reductions on price of medicines and vaccinations.   

►  Ensure that UN agencies and other non-governmental organizations 
act urgently to limit human suffering by proving international 
emergency relief such as water food shelter clothing and health care. 

►  Ensure displaced children have access to education opportunities to 
give them a better future when they go back to their home country  

►  Offer psychological help to reduce post-traumatic stress disorder such 
as anxiety, over-alertness, sleeplessness, motoric difficulties, failing 
short term memory, amnesia, nightmares and sleep-paralysis. 

►  Enforce on fair treatment for refugees to receive all human rights 
including employment and protection while living in the country of 
refuge.  


